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Currently, the government is indeed paying substantial 
attention to privacy issues on several fronts. The 
Federal Trade Commission is conducting a long-term 
Privacy Initiative and is planning a privacy workshop to 
study technical tools and self-regulatory models…. 
the Commerce Department… is compiling a report on 
the issues around privacy self-regulation. “As a 
general matter,” says [the] NTIA chief counsel …, “we 
favor self-regulation, but self-regulation with teeth….” 
….there are also several bills pending in Congress….

 − Esther Dyson!
Release 1.0. !

19 February 1997 
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Lots of talk about 
standardizing privacy notices!
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Advertising option icon
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KnowPrivacy !

http://knowprivacy.org!
UC Berkeley student project, June 2009
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At TRUSTe we’ve debated what privacy enhancing 
technology we should support to achieve a more automated 
system ensuring website privacy transparency and 
simplified user choice. We’ve reached an informal 
consensus that machine-readable XML policies are a 
relevant standard to support in the future, a position that I 
anticipate discussing further in a future blog post, so stay 
tuned.	  

September 14, 2010!
http://www.truste.com/blog/?p=879!
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http://www.azarask.in/blog/post/privacy-icons/! 2010!
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December 2010!
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January 2011!

Nutritional Label Privacy Notices 
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12December 1996!
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“The World Wide Web Consortium, the group
that designs standards for the Web, is creating
a new way [P3P] for Web sites to transmit the
site’s privacy policy automatically, and allow
users to signal only the information they are
willing to share.”

— The New York Times
2/22/2000

“P3P will help responsible online
businesses empower users to
choose the privacy relationship
best for them.”

— Christine Varney, 
former FTC Commissioner

“The Platform for Privacy Preferences
(P3P) is the most sophisticated pro-
posal that has been made from 
a technical perspective so far to
enhance privacy protection on the
Web... [while] it cannot replace a regu-
latory framework of legislation, con-
tracts, or codes of conduct... it [can]
operate within such a framework.”

— Dr. Alexander Dix, LL.M.,
Commissioner for Data
Protection and Access 
to Information, 
State of Brandenburg, Germany

“In the context of proper legislation, 
P3P is the most promising solution to
cyberspace privacy. It will make it easy 
for companies to explain their practices 
in a form that computers can read, and
make it easy for consumers to express
their preferences in a way that computers
will automatically respect.”

— Professor Lawrence Lessig, 
Stanford Law School

2002!
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Outline

•  Introduction to P3P

•  A privacy taxonomy

•  Privacy nutrition labels

•  Adoption and enforcement

•  Conclusions and recommendations
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Platform for Privacy 
Preferences (P3P)
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Nobody wants to read privacy policies

“the notice-and-choice 
model, as implemented, 
has led to long, 
incomprehensible privacy 
policies that consumers 
typically do not read, let 
alone understand”

Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era 
of Rapid Change. Preliminary FTC 
Staff Report. December 2010.
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Let your computer read for you

•  Platform for Privacy 
Preferences (P3P) 

•  W3C specification for !
XML privacy policies

•  Optional P3P compact 
policy HTTP headers to 
accompany cookies

•  Implemented in Internet 
Explorer 6, 7, 8
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A brief history of P3P

•  November 1995: Idea discussed at FTC meeting

•  Fall 1996: Internet Privacy Working Group convened

•  Summer 1997: W3C began working on P3P
–  Several working groups chartered
–  Numerous public working drafts, changes based on feedback
–  Early ideas about negotiation and agreement ultimately removed
–  Automatic data transfer added and then removed
–  Patent issue stalled progress, but ultimately became non-issue

•  April 16, 2002: P3P issued as W3C Recommendation
http://www.w3.org/TR/P3P/

•  November 2006: P3P 1.1 working group issued Note and 
closed
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Original Idea behind P3P

•   A framework for automated privacy 
discussions 
– Web sites disclose their privacy practices in 

standard machine-readable formats
– Web browsers automatically retrieve P3P 

privacy policies and compare them to users’ 
privacy preferences

– Sites and browsers can then negotiate about 
privacy terms
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service	  
user	  
agent	  

information 
practices 

privacy 
preferences 

P3 circa 1997!
Seamless Information Exchange

Only if you won’t use 
it to market to me	  

Will you send me 
your address? 

Web	  
site 

Browser 
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P3P1.0 – A first step

•  Offers an easy way for web sites to 
communicate about their privacy policies in 
a standard machine-readable format
– Can be deployed using existing web servers

•  This will enable the development of tools 
that:
– Provide snapshots of sites’ policies
– Compare policies with user preferences
– Alert and advise the user
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P3P1.0 spec defines

•  A standard vocabulary for describing uses, recipients, data 
categories, and other privacy disclosures

•  A standard schema for data a Web site may wish to 
collect (base data schema)

•  An XML format for expressing a privacy policy in a 
machine readable way

•  A means of associating privacy policies with Web pages

•  A protocol for transporting P3P policies over HTTP

•  A compact policy format for expressing a summarized 
policy for cookies, transmitted in an HTTP header
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P3P/XML encoding!
<POLICIES xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2002/01/P3Pv1"> 
<POLICY discuri="http://p3pbook.com/privacy.html" 
        name="policy"> 
  <ENTITY> 
  <DATA-GROUP> 
    <DATA 
      ref="#business.contact-info.online.email">privacy@p3pbook.com 
    </DATA> 
    <DATA  
      ref="#business.contact-info.online.uri">http://p3pbook.com/ 
    </DATA> 
    <DATA ref="#business.name">Web Privacy With P3P</DATA> 
  </DATA-GROUP> 
  </ENTITY> 
  <ACCESS><nonident/></ACCESS> 
  <STATEMENT> 
    <CONSEQUENCE>We keep standard web server logs.</CONSEQUENCE> 
    <PURPOSE><admin/><current/><develop/></PURPOSE> 
    <RECIPIENT><ours/></RECIPIENT> 
    <RETENTION><indefinitely/></RETENTION> 
    <DATA-GROUP> 
       <DATA ref="#dynamic.clickstream"/> 
       <DATA ref="#dynamic.http"/> 
    </DATA-GROUP> 
  </STATEMENT> 
</POLICY> 
</POLICIES> 
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P3P in IE6
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Privacy Finder

•  Privacy Finder search engine

•  Checks each search result for !
computer-readable P3P privacy policy, !
evaluates against user’s preferences

•  Composes search result page with privacy meter 
annotations and links to “Privacy Report”

•  Allows people to comparison shop for privacy

•  http://privacyfinder.org/
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Demo	  
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A privacy taxonomy
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What’s in a P3P policy?

•  Name and contact information for site 

•  The kinds of data collected

•  How collected data is used, and whether individuals can opt-in or opt-
out of any of these uses (secondary uses only!)

•  Whether/when data may be shared, whether there is opt-in or opt-out

•  Data retention policy

•  The kind of access provided

•  Mechanisms for resolving privacy disputes
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Structure of a P3P policy!

TEST 
ENTITY 

POLICY attributes 

ACCESS 
DISPUTES-GROUP 

STATEMENT 

additional 
STATEMENT elements 

POLICY 

= mandatory element 
= optional element (not all 
   optional elements are shown) 

CONSEQUENCE 
NON-IDENTIFIABLE 

PURPOSE 
RECIPIENT 

RETENTION 
DATA-GROUP 

STATEMENT 

12!

6!

5!

17!

6!

DISPUTES 
REMEDIES 

additional  
DISPUTES elements 

DISPUTES-GROUP 

3!

4!
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Difficulties in P3P vocabulary 
development
•  Different stakeholder objectives

–  Privacy advocates vs. industry
–  Different privacy laws in different countries

•  Disagreements about definitions

–  What is PII?
–  Is IP address PII?

•  What is in scope?

–  Statements about security? Negotiation? Data transfer?

•  Finding the right degree of granularity 
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Can’t derive more detail from less detail

Characters not well developed!
Gratuitous sex and violence!

? 
Bad acting?!
Boring plot?!
Bad script?!
Dull characters?!
Unbelievable premise?!
Unoriginal?!
Too much violence?!
Not enough violence?!
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Recipients granularity

Donʼt share!

Share! Share with parent 
company!

Share with 
affiliates!

Share with 
contractors!

Share with 
unaffiliated parties!

Share with 
…!

Share with 
subsidiaries!

Share in public 
forums!

Share with agents!

Share with delivery 
companies!

Share with companies with 
different privacy policies!

Share with companies with 
similar privacy policies!

Share in public forums!

Share with companies with 
unknown privacy policies!

P3P!
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eTRUST 1996

Share with agents!

Share with delivery 
companies!

Share with companies with 
different privacy policies!

Share with companies with 
similar privacy policies!

Share in public forums!

Share with companies with 
unknown privacy policies!
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KnowPrivacy 2009

Share with agents!

Share with delivery 
companies!

Share with companies with 
different privacy policies!

Share with companies with 
similar privacy policies!

Share in public forums!

Share with companies with 
unknown privacy policies!
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CMU privacy nutrition label 2009

Share with agents!

Share with delivery 
companies!

Share with companies with 
different privacy policies!

Share with companies with 
similar privacy policies!

Share in public forums!

Share with companies with 
unknown privacy policies!
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Mozilla privacy icons 2010

Share with agents!

Share with delivery 
companies!

Share with companies with 
different privacy policies!

Share with companies with 
similar privacy policies!

Share in public forums!

Share with companies with 
unknown privacy policies!
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Pros and cons of detailed 
vocabulary
Advantages

•  Allows maximum 
expressiveness, allows 
policy authors to explain 
nuanced policies

•  User agent implementers 
can select most relevant 
info to show users

•  Users can configure 
agents to display info they 
care about

Disadvantages

•  Difficult for policy authors 
to use policy elements 
correctly

•  More difficult for user 
agent implementers

•  When user agents are all 
different, policy authors 
are uncertain about how 
their policy will be 
displayed
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Evaluating the P3P vocabulary

•  Consistent with FTC staff’s 2010 recommendation not to 
focus notice and choice on practices such as product 
fulfillment

–  CURRENT purpose captures primary uses

–  OURS recipient includes agents working on behalf of the company

•  Has stood the test of time reasonably well

–  Included location data category

–  Does not allow detailed expression of peer-to-peer data sharing 
(social networks)

•  P3P syntax and some definitions are confusing
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Privacy nutrition labels
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Can we build a better policy?

•  Easy to understand

•  Fast to find information  

•  Easy to compare
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Towards a privacy!
“nutrition label”
•  Standardized format

–  People learn where to find answers
–  Facilitates policy comparisons

•  Standardized language
–  People learn terminology

•  Brief
–  People find info quickly

•  Linked to extended view
–  Get more details if needed 
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Challenges

•  People are not familiar with privacy terminology

•  Context matters
–  Need to know which data are used for what purposes

•  Privacy policies are complex

•  People don’t understand privacy implications
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Iterative design process

•  Focus groups

•  Lab studies

•  Online studies

•  Measuring

–  Reading-comprehension - accuracy

–  Time to find information

–  Ease of policy comparison

–  Subjective opinions, ease, fun, trust

•  http://cups.cs.cmu.edu/privacyLabel

Patrick Gage Kelley, Joanna Bresee, Lorrie Faith Cranor, and Robert W. Reeder. A "Nutrition 
Label" for Privacy. SOUPS 2009.
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R.W. Reeder, P.G. Kelley, A.M. McDonald, and L.F. Cranor. A User Study of the Expandable Grid 
Applied to P3P Policy Visualization. Workshop on Privacy in the Electronic Society WPES 
2008. http://lorrie.cranor.org/pubs/wpes24reeder.pdf
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Design evolution
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Removes wiggle room 
and complicated 
terminology by using 
four standard symbols
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Allows for quick high-
level visual feedback 
by looking at the 
overall intensity of 
the page
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Allows for information 
to be found in the 
same place every time
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Creating simple nutrition label 
from complex P3P
•  Merge all statements

•  Reduce the number of data categories (rows)

•  Reduce the number of purposes and recipients 
(columns)
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Reducing the rows

Physical contact information!

Online contact information!
Contact information!

Content!

Political & religious affiliations!

Preferences!

Preferences!

Activities on the site!

Click stream data!

Website login IDs!

Your activities on this site!

Computer information!
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Reducing the columns

Research and development!

System administration!

Complete transaction!

Provide services and maintain site!

Customization for current visit!

Identified decision!

Pseudonymous analysis!

Pseudonymous decision!

Profiling!

Identified analysis!

Companies w/ unknown !

Companies w/ different!

Companies w/ similar!

Other companies!
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Online study

•  763 participants

•  Conducted through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk

•  Between subjects design

–  Standardized label

–  Standardized short label

–  Standardized short text

–  Full text

–  Layered text

•  Measured time, accuracy, and enjoyability on information finding and 
comparison tasks

P.G. Kelley, L.J. Cesca, J. Bresee, and L.F. Cranor. Standardizing Privacy Notices: An Online 
Study of the Nutrition Label Approach. CHI2010. 
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Standardized label    Short label
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Short Standardized Text
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Legend & Definitions
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Full Policy Text
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Layered Policy
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Overall Accuracy by Format

Std.	  	  
Table	  

Std.	  
Short	  	  
Table	  

Std.	  
Short	  	  
Text	  

Full	  
Policy	  
Text	  

Layered	  
Text	  
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Timing Results 

Std.
Table

Std.
Short 
Table

Std.
Short 
Text

Full
Policy 
Text

Layered 
Text

(in
 s

ec
on

ds
)
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Enjoyability - Comparisons
(1

-7
 L
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le
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Std.
Table

Std.
Short 
Table

Std.
Short 
Text

Full
Policy 
Text

Layered 
Text
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Full policy text torture

•  “torture to read and understand” 

•  likened them to “Japanese Stereo 
Instructions” 
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Standardized format better

“This layout for privacy policies is MUCH 
more consumer friendly. I hope this 
becomes the industry standard”
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Benefits of standardized approach

•  Structured information presentation

•  Clear labeling of information that is not used 
or collected

•  Standardized terminology to minimize 
length and increase the clarity of the text

•  Definitions of standardized terms
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Minor differences between 
standardized formats
•  Standardized table 

–  Presents holistic view

•  Short table 

–  Takes up less space 
–  Sometimes makes comparison tasks and tasks about 

data not collected more difficult

•  Text 

–  Doesn’t scale well for complex policies
–  People more likely to miss text in the middle of 

paragraphs
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•  Integrated into 
http://
privacyfinder.org/

•  Automatically !
generated from 
P3P

•  Ongoing work to 
refine label and 
make it 
interactive
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Adoption and enforcement
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P3P Adoption Studies

•  Compiled two lists of search terms:

–  Typical: 20,000 terms randomly sampled from one week of AOL user 
search queries

–  Ecommerce: 940 terms screen scraped from Froogle front page

•  Submitted search terms to Google, Yahoo!, and AOL search 
engines and collected top 20 results for each term

•  Checked each result for P3P policy and evaluated policies 
against 5 “rulesets” and P3P validator

•  Saved 1,232,955 annotated search results in database

•  Separately checked for P3P policies on 30,000 domains most 
clicked on by AOL search engine users

L. Cranor, S. Egelman, S. Sheng, A. McDonald, and A. Chowdhury. P3P Deployment on Websites. 
Electronic Commerce Research and Applications, 2008.
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Results

•  10% of results from typical 
search terms have P3P

•  21% of results from 
ecommerce search terms 
have P3P

•  More popular sites are 
more likely to have P3P

•  68% of searches had at 
least one P3P site in top 
10 results

•  29% of top 20 search 
results returned by AOL 
search engine for typical 
search terms had at least 
1 P3P site that matches 
medium privacy 
preferences

•  Frequent errors in P3P 
policies
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P3P compact policy error study

•  Collected 33,000+ CPs

•  Scripts to check for syntax and semantic errors

•  Checked frequency of errors in entire data set plus several 
interesting subsets

•  Checked for corresponding P3P full policies

•  Tracked down source of most frequent errors

•  Compared some CPs with full P3P policies and human-
readable policies

P. Leon, L. Cranor, A. McDonald, and R. McGuire. Token Attempt: The Misrepresentation of 
Website Privacy Policies through the Misuse of P3P Compact Policy Tokens. WPES 
2010. http://www.cylab.cmu.edu/research/techreports/2010/tr_cylab10014.html
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P3P compact policies

•  String of 3-character and 4-character 
tokens

•  Minimum of 5 required elements
– Categories: What information is collected? 
– Purpose: How is it used? 
– Recipient: Who has access to it? 
– Retention: How long is it stored? 
– Access: What information can the user access?
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Internet Explorer privacy agent

•  Default privacy setting

–  Rejects third-party cookies !
without a CP

–  Rejects unsatisfactory!
third-party cookies

–  Restricts unsatisfactory !
first-party cookies

•  Does not check for semantic !
or syntax errors in CPs

–  Unsatisfactory policy gets blocked

–  Policy containing only made-up strings !
or missing required categories does not get blocked
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Crawled web to collect CPs

•  32K+ from Privacy Finder cache

•  3,417 from TRUSTe seal holders

•  100 Quantcast most-visited sites

•  75 network advertisers with their 

opt-out on BEEF TACO
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Results

•  34% of 33,139 analyzed CPs had errors (11,176)

–  12% had invalid tokens (3,839)

–  19% had missing tokens (6,402)

–  14% had conflicting tokens errors (4,708)

•  Errors found even in most popular, TRUSTe certified, and network 
advertising sites

•  It is likely that more errors exist that we didn’t detect automatically

•  Many CPs have been crafted to avoid IE cookie filtering

•  Large number of web sites using the same erroneous CPs

–  2,756  sites use the CP suggested by Microsoft

–  4,360 sites use the CP suggested by O’Reilly blog
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Errors at popular sites

•  21 out of 48 top visited sites using CPs have errors

•  134 out of 391 TRUSTe certified sites’ CPs had errors

•  1 out 11 network advertisers with CPs had errors

	  “AMZN”    
invalid and missing 5 categories of tokens!

“DSP LAW”    
missing 5 categories of tokens!
(previously “HONK”)!
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TRUSTe Response!

This 1/3rd error rate among 
TRUSTe-certified, P3P-using sites 
is virtually identical to what the 
researchers found in the field at 
large.!

If we find that any … sites we 
certify have P3P policies that do 
not align with their standard web 
privacy policy, we will assist our 
clients to ensure that consistency 
is maintained.!

P3P irrelevance resulting from 
barriers to implementation and 
disregard by consumers 
encouraged non-compliance.!
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February 2011 update

•  Rechecked 48 top-100 websites with CPs

–  10 dropped their CPs

–  3 previously invalid CPs now valid

–  1 previously invalid improved but contains typo

–  11 invalid policies remain unchanged

•  Amazon now has a valid CP but has a note about why 
they don’t like P3P in place of a full P3P policy

•  Facebook’s new CP:

P3P:CP="Facebook does not have a P3P policy. Learn why here: 
http://fb.me/p3p”
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Ineffective self-regulation

•  CPs cannot be relied on for accurate information 
about web site privacy policies

•  If IE checked for errors, CPs would be more 
effective in protecting user privacy

•  Companies do not have sufficient incentives to 
provide accurate machine-readable privacy 
policies

•  Unless regulators take action, users will be unable 
to rely on P3P compact policies
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Conclusions and 
recommendations
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Standardization

•  Current privacy policies are failing 
consumers

•  Empirical studies show standardized 
policies are easier and faster to use and 
facilitate policy comparison
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Machine-readable policies

•  Even the best policies take time to read and 
compare

•  Machine-readable policies facilitate 
automated tools that further reduce user 
burden

•  All standardized policy efforts should 
include machine-readable component
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Layers

•  Different users are interested in different 
levels of detail

•  Layered policies allow for both simple and 
detailed views
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Standard policy types

•  Privacy policies are complex and there are huge 
numbers of policy variations

•  Simplify by mapping detailed policies to a small 
number of standard “policy types” (Type 1, type 2, 
type 3, etc.) with corresponding icons

•  Consumers could look for their preferred types

•  Companies would have incentives to improve 
policy to comply with types preferred by 
consumers 
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P3P vocabulary

•  P3P vocabulary should be used as a 
starting point for future privacy efforts
– Find specific examples of what it can’t express
–  Improve syntax

•  Despite it’s problems, P3P vocabulary is 
actually pretty good
– “Ahead of its time”
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Incentives and enforcement

“Industry disclosure schemes often founder without strong 
government/public pressure. Otherwise, companies are 
simply too busy to adopt them, and customers don’t 
factor the information disclosed into their buying habits.” 

− Esther Dyson, 1997

•  There is little reason to believe that other privacy notice/
choice standards will be adopted without strong incentives

•  Enforcement is essential for the success of future self-
regulatory mechanisms
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